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-- Abstract - Electron spin echo methods were applied t o  characterize 
the immediate environment and the spatial distribution of paramngnet- 
ic transition metal cations in microporous solids. Electron spin echo 
envelope modiilation (ESEEM) induced by framework a7Al nuclei was 
used to investiga.te the different sites of Cuat in  zeolites X ,  Y a n d  A. All 
Cu2+ species obtained after complete dehydration showed relatively large 
isotropic hyperfine interactions with framework Al. This is indicative of 
a f i rm interaction of the cation with the framework oxygens. Orien- 
ta tion splective experiments provided additional information concerning 
the arrangement of the a7Al nuclei around the Cua+ and  led to site iden- 
tifica tion. Furthermore, such measurements separated the contributions 
of distant and  near A1 nuclei to  the modulation. 

was incorporated during synthesis as  compared to  post synthesis intro- 
duction via impregnation was investigated. ESEEM induced by frarne- 
work ?'P a n d  a7Al nuclei was used t o  investigate the location of the M n a e  
cations with respect to  these framework elements and the spatial distri- 
bution of the Mn2+ centers throughout the structure was studied by the 
" 2 - t l "  ESE piilse sequence. All the experiniental results obtained by 
these methods led to the conclusion tha t  in  MnhlPO-5 the Mna is not 
situated in the framework but is rather bounded to  the external surface 
via terminal framework oxygens. 

The  iinmediate environment of Mnat in MnAlPO-5 where the Mila 

INTRODUCTION 

Transition metals can be incorporated into zeolites and  related materials either as  exchange- 
able extra framework cations or in some special cases as  par t  of the framework. In both cases 
they play a n  important role in terms of the catalytic properties of these materials. When the 
transition metal involved is paramagnetic, electron spin echo (ESE) spectroscopy is a very 
useful inethod for investigating the immediate environment of the paramagnetic cations a n d  
their distribution. In the following, two siich applications will be presented. T h e  first involves 
aluminosilicate inoleciilar sieves, namely zeolites, where we used electron spin echo envelope 
rnotlulation (ESEEM) to stucly thr  specific interactions of exchangrable Cua+ catinns with 
the framework in  zeolites X, Y and  A. In hydrated zeolites the cations are mobile a n d  undergo 
rapid exchange between various sites. Upon dehydration they become localized a n d  coor- 
dinate to  framework oxygens, therefore they distort the framework geometry and  affect the 
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electron density distribution on the neighboring Si and  A1 (ref. 1). This causes a broadening 
of the Si a n d  A1 NMR signals, which in turn prevents the detection of the specific cation 
interactions with the framework in  dehydrated zeolites. When the cations are paramagnetic, 
these fine interactions may be expressed as  superhyperfine interactions with framework a7Al 
nuclei a n d  can be investigated by ESEEM. Moreover, the application of orientation selective 
ESEEM experiments can provide additional information regarding the arrangement of the 
a7Al around the paramagnetic cation and  lead t o  site identification. 

The  second application involves MnZt incorporated into aluminophosphate (AIPO-n) molec- 
ular sieves. The  AIPO-n materials have structural  characteristics that are similar to  those 
of zeolites. Some of them have relatively large unidimensional channels (ref. 2) which is an 
important property for catalytic purposes. The  neutrality of their framework, responsible for 
the absence of Broiisted activit,y, is, however, a severe limitation. This disadvantage can be 
circumvented by introducing negative charges into the framework which will in turn require 
the presence of exchangeable cations a n d  the possibility t o  create the desired acidity. The  
incorporation of several transition metal cations such as  T i t ,  Mnat,  Feat/Fe3+ a n d  Coat 
into tetrahedral sites in the framework of a number of AlPO-n structures have been reported 
(ref. 3).  We used EPR (X-band and  Q-band),  ESEEM a n d  "2+1" ESE measurements t o  
investigate the immediate environment of Mn2+ a n d  i ts  distribution throughout the struc- 
ture in  MnAlPO-5 after synthesis, calcination, hydration and  dehydration. The  results are 
compared to  those obtained from Mnat impregnated onto AlPO-5 a n d  MnZt exchanged into 
SAPO-5 (silico-alumino phosphate) where the Mnat cations d o  not occupy framework sites. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials and sample preparation 

Zeolites NaX (13X, Si/A1=1.25) a.nd NaA (4A, Si/A1=1.0) were purchased from Aldrich. 
Na.Y (Si/A1=2.5) was a. gift from Conteka., Sweden. CuZt was introduced by exchange with a 
Cu(NO3)Z solution (ref. 4). T h e  exchange level is approximately one Cuat cation per 7 a n d  
40 unit cells for X a n d  Y zeolites, and  A zeolite respectively. Dehydration was carried out  
by slowly heating the sample (50"/li) under vacuum t o  the desired dehydration temperature 
at which t,he sample was left under a residual pressure of torr for ~ 1 6 1 1 .  Most of the 
samples dehydrated above 300°C were exposed t o  400 torr oxygen for 2h, at the dehydration 
temperature,  to oxidine any Cul t  or Cuo formed during the dehydrakion process. T h e  oxy- 
gen was then pumped off and  the samples were sealed. We shall refer to  oxidized samples 
in the text as  Cu-NaX (400"C, 0,) indicating tha t  the sample was dehydrated a t  400°C and 
oxidized. 

MnAlPO-5, AIPO-5 a n d  SAPO-5 were synthesized as  described in the literature (ref. 5). T h e  
a.s-synthesized mat*erials were calcined in  flowing air at 550'C. The calcined samples were then 
left open to  adsorb water, so tha t  all calcined samples we refer to  are hydrated. Mnat was 
impregna.ted ont,o calcined RlPO-5 by stirring AlPO-5 with a solution of Mn (CI13COO)2 at 
94°C until evapora.i.ion. Ca.lcinec1 SAPO-5 was exchanged with a. Mn  (CjH3COO)a solu t,ion 
a.t 70°C for 24h. T h e  composition of the samples used in this 'study are given in Table 
1. The  synthesis products were characterized by powder X-ray diffra.ction (ref. 6) a.nd 31P 
mid 27Al MAS NMR. (ref. 7). Dehydration was done as in  the zeolite samples. Frozen 
glassy wa,ter/glycerol solutions of MnS04 were employed as  a model system for samples 
with a. random distribution of paramagnetic centers. T h e  spin concent,ra.tion of Mn2+ in the 
solutions was varied between 3.1018 - lo1' c ~ I - ~ .  
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TADLE 1. Compositions of the MnAlPO-5 samples studiccl" 

Sample Atom ratio 
--- 

Al: I?: Mn: Si: 

MnAlPO-5( 1) 0.985 1 0.0042 - 

MnAlPO-5(3) 1.16 1 0.0005 - 

M11!ilP0-5(4) 1.36 1 0.002 - 

Mn-AlPO-5 1.13 1 0.0056 - 

MII-SAPO-5 1.15 1 0.0037 0.2045 

"C:licinici~l a.nalysis was ohtainccl by t,he ICP 1ml.hoc1. 

Instrumentation and spectroscopic measurements 

ESR measurements were performed on a Varia.n E-12 spectrometer at X-band (M 9 GHz) and  
Q-hand (rz 35 GTIz). T h e  spectra were recorded at 150K a n d  at room temperature (RT). 
ESEEM tnea.surements were perforriied a t  41< using a home built spectrometer (ref. 8). Two- 
(7r/2 -- T - n - .r--echo) and  three-pulse (n/2 - .r - 7r/2 - T - n / 2  - T-echo) ESEEM experi- 
nien ts were performed with the a.ppropria.te phase cycling t o  elimina.t,e unwanted echoes (ref. 
9). The "2+1" sequence (ref. 10) is similar to  the two-pulse sequence where a third,  "tl", 
pulse is introduced in between t,he t*wo pulses. In this experiment the interval T ,  between 
the first a,nd the l a s t  piilse, is held fixed and  the echo a.mplitude is recorded as a funct,ion 
of t,lie time interva.1 between the first a.nd the "+1" pulse. To generate the "$1" pulse a n  
additional microwave channel with t8he possibility of independently changing the a.mplitude, 
phase a,nd duration of the "t-1" pulse was used. T h e  relative amplitudes of the "$1" and  
the first (1a.st) pulse, I.It/Hl, could be varied between O and  3, a.nd the minimum length of 
the additiona.1 pulse was 20 ns. T h e  usual procedure of a, four step phase cycling (ref. 9) wa.s 
used to  elimina.te unwmted  ESE signa,ls. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Cu2+ doped X, Y and A zeolites 

Coinplete dehydration of Cu-NaX (400"C, 0 2 )  generates a major Cu' species termed species 
A and a minor species terinecl A'. Their E P R  parameters are listed in Table 2.  The  FT- 
ESEEM spectrum of species A consists of three major peaks a t  2 .6 ,  3.5 and  5.3 MHz (ref. 
12).  The  3.5 MIIz peak, which corresponds t o  the 27Al Larmor frequency, W I ,  is due t o  A1 
nuclei situated at distances >0.5 nrn from the Cu2+.  These nuclei interact with the Cu2+ 
cation only via weak dipolar interactions a n d  will thus be referred t o  as  distant Al. T h e  other 
two lines a r e  assigncd to first slirll 27Al nuclei and  belong to a liyprrline pair split by 2.7 
MHn. The  first shell 27Al  nuclei are situated a t  0.31-0.34 niii (ref. 1 2 )  from the Cu2' cation 
and  a re  the first neighbors of the framework oxygens to  which the Cuat is coordinated. T h e  
assignment of the 2.6 and  5.3 MI{% lines to a hyperfine pair was based on tqhe dependence 
of their relative intensities (in the three-pulse FT-ESEEM spectrum) on the time interval T 

(ref. 11). 

Dehydrated Cu-Nan a n d  Cu-NaY (4OO0C, 0,) consist of il single species each (D and F 
respectively) with ra ther  similar E P R  parameters as listed in  Tablr 2. 'I'lie FT-ESEEM sprc- 
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TABLE 2. List af the zeolites invest,igated, the Cuat species generated, a.nd their correspond- 
ing EPR parameters. 

Zeolite treatment species 911 (h0.005) g 1  (h0.005) All ( h 5 .  lo4)  (cm-l) 

Cu-Na.X 400'C A 2.35 2.062 153 . 
Cu-NaX 400"C, 0 2  A 2.35 2.062 153.10-4 

A' 2.37 -2.06 139.10-4 

Cu-Na.A 400"C, 0, n 2.37 2.065 145 I 1 0 - 4  

Cu-Nah 400"C, 0, G 2.31 ~ 2 . 0 7  163 .  10-4 

+ MeOH 

Cu-NaY 400"C, 0 2  F 2.36 -2.07 1 4 5 .  10-4 

triim of Cu-NaA shows a. doublet at 2.S a n d  S.1 MHz a n d  a line a t  3.5 MIIe which we assign 
a.s in Cu-NaX. In this case, however, additional features at 3 and 4 MIIe axe observed as  well 
(ref. 4). The FT-ESEEM spectrum of species F in Cu-NaY is similar to t,ha.t of species D in 
Cn-NaA, it shows a. doublet at 2.6 a n d  5.2 MHz and  the Lamior frequency line. T h e  latter 
has a relat,ively wea.ker intensity a.s the A1 content is significantly lower. 

Adsorption of methanol onto dehyclrated C u - N a n  (4OO0C, 02) induces changes in the EPR 
spectrum (Ta.ble 2) indicating a. change in the location and/or  coordination sphere of the 
Ciia+, The  FT-ESEEM spectrum of this newly formed species, G,  consists of three peaks a.t 
1.5, 3.5 and  6.1 MHz. As in  the previous cases we assign the lines a.t 1.5 a n d  6.1 MIIz to  a.n 
hypefine doublet split by a n  isotropic constant of 4.6f0.2 MHe originating from first shell 
Al. 

The  rehtively high 27Al isotropic hyperfine constants found for C h 2 ' b  in the dehydrated ee- 
olites investigated indica.tes tha t  the coordination has some covalent chara.cter leading to a 
finite spin density on the A1 nuclei (ref. 13). This is a n  indimtion to a .firm intera.ction with 
the framework. T h e  variation in the sige of the isotropic hyperfine constn.nt is related to  dif- 
ferences in the site geometry which in turn affects the Cuat orbitals configura,tion and their 
over1a.p wikh the oxygen/sluininiuxn orbitals. This  is most pronounced in  Cu-Na.A a.dsorbec1 
wiI.h methanol where the largest hyperfine splitting has ,been observed. In this ca.se i t  wa.s 
found tha.t the Cua-'. is coordinated to framework oxygens a n d  to  a. single methanol moleciile 
(ref. 14). Hence, the symmetry of the Cuat species is different than in  the fully dehydrated 
samples leading to  a. la,rger spin density on the a7Al nuclei. 

In order to  obtain a.clditiona.1 information concerning the geometry of the Cu2$ sites we 
carried out, orientartmion selective ESEEM experiments (ref. 8,15,16). In these experiments one 
makes use of  tlir large panisotropy of the C h a t  cation a.nd of the limited band-width of the 
microwave pulse t o  excite only crystallites with selected orientations. These orientations axe 
det,ermined by the  resonant mtgnetic field, 110, a t  which the GSEEM experiinen t is performed. 
Fig. 1 shows the three pulse FT-ESEEM spectra of Cu-Na.A and  Cu-Na,Y (4OO0C, 0,) as a 
function of the magnetic field. 111 these experiments T was chosen to  ma.ximize the doublet 
intensity with respect to the WI peak. For both materials the spectra are practica.lly field 
independent. Similar behavior was observed for the two pulse FT-ESEEM spectra. 
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Figiirr 1 : 'Three piilsr (cosine) FT-ESEEM spectra of Cu-Na.A (400"C, 0,) (left) and  CLI-N~.Y 
(4OO"C, 0,) (right) recorded a t  different resonant magnetic fields (7=0.22 p s ) .  
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Figure 2: Three pulse (cosine) FT-ESEEM spectra of Cu-NaX (4OO0C, 0,) (left) and  Cu-Na.A 
(4OO0C, 0,) after methanol a,dsorptjon (right) recorded at different, rcsonmt magnet,ic fields 
(7=0.22 /IS). 

Although species A in Cu-NaX exhibit a hyperfine splitting rather similar t o  tha t  of species 
D and F the field dependence of its FT-ESEEM spectrum is significantly different, as shown 
in Fig. 2. The spectriim obtained a t  3150 G (gl region) shows both the hyperfine doublet 
and the W I  line but  as the magnetic field decreases and  approaches the 911 region the relative 
intensity of the doublet decreases and the W I  line dominates the spectrum. Similar behavior 
is exhibited by species G in Cu-NaA after methanol adsorption (Fig. 2). 

Tlie field dependence of the doublet intensity can be explained in terms of the anisotropy 
of the modula.tion amplitudes and  the site geometry. The modula tion amplitudes are de- 
Immined by the probabilities of the allowed and forbidden EPR transitions connecting the 
nuclear spin manifolds (ref. 17). The mixing of the nuclear states leading to  the forbid- 
den Iramitions, is niainly due to the anisotropic hyperfine inkeraction. Thus t h e  transition 
probability strongly depends on the orientation of the external magnetic field with respect 
t o  the principal axis of the hyperfine tensor. For instance, the modulation amplitude is zero 
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when the direction of the magnetic field coincides with one of the cannonical orienta.tions of 
the hyperfine tensor. The  vanishing of the doublet when Ho coincides with the 911 direction 
indicates that the principal axes of the hyperfine tensors of all first shell A1 are perpendic- 
ular to the principa.1 direction of the g tensor. Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation of a 
cation site in  the vicinity of a six ring, which is the most coininon cation site in zeolites X, 
Y and  A. A Cuat cation locarted in the plane of the ring would exhibit the field dependence 
observed experimen ta.lly, a.ssuining tha t  trhe principal a.xis of the g tensor coincides with t,he 
1oca.l symrnetzy axis of the site a n d  tha t  the principal axis of the hyperfine interact,ion lies 
a.pproximately along the Cu-A1 axis. When the A1 quadrupole interaction is not negligible, 
t,he inodulastion a.mplitrudes a.re not determined solely by the orienta.tion of the a.nisotropic 
Iiyprrfine hut, are  a.Vrctetl ljy the orientation of the qurlxlrupolc txrisor a.s wcll. Tn tleliyclrn.l,cd 
zeolites the quadrupole interaction is large (ref. 18) causing additional broadening of all t,he 
ENDOR transitions diie to  the orientational disorder. ‘The (1/2 > -1-3./2 > hansit ion,  is 
however, less affected as  i t  depends on the quadrupole interaction only to  second order thus 
it, is expected t o  domina.te the FT-ESEEM spectrum. In this case the modulation a.mplitudes 
m e  rxpected to he det,errii.ined mostly by the direction of the externa.1 field wit,h respect, to 
the hyperfine principal a,xis. Hence we conclude tha t  in species A and G the Cuat is situated 
close to  the ring plane. Since the doliblet corresponding to first shell A1 in Cu-NaA a n d  
Cu-Na,Y do not tlisa,ppea.r a.t low fields we deduce tha t  in species D and  F the Cuat lies 
above or below the  ring plane. 

The  WI line, corresponding t o  the distant Al, does not show any field dependence, beca.use, 
unlike the first shell Al, their mrangement about  the Cu2+ approaches a spherical distribu- 
tioii. Therefore, a.1, m y  nmgnetic field orienta.tion there will be enough A1 nuclei to intliice 
significant modulation at the La,rnior frequency. Consequently, {,his line will not be sup- 
pressed as the 911 region j s  approached. Actually, this line may even h e  enhanced as  a.t lower 
fields, where the Zee1na.n interaction is smaller, the transition probability of the forbidden 
t r a n  sit ions in cremes. 

MnAIPO-5 
Tlic Q-band EPR. spectra of as-synthesized MnhlPO-5,  calcined Mn-AlPO-5, impregna.t,ccl 
Mn-AlPO-5 and  exclianged Mn-SAPO-5 are rather sirni1a.r as shown in Fig. 4. This suggests 

2” CBsi I I  a,, p C”+2 
‘03G I 

\ I 

Mn-SAP05 I 

IOOG 
c 

Mn- AIPOS 

Figure 3: A schematic description 
of a Cu2+ site in  zeolites X,  Y 

six ring site. 
and A illvolvi1ig a, cliara,cteIistic Figure 4: Q-band spectra of as-oynt,liesized MnAlPO-5(1), 

calcined MiiAlPO-5( 1) impregnated Mn-AIPO-5 and 
Ah-SAPO-5 recorded at 25°C. 
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tha t  the local environment of the Mna+ in all four samples is similar. ESE experiments 
can provide additional specific information about  this local environment. In the case of alu- 
rninophosphate moleciilar sieves one can make use of the modulation from both framework A1 
and P to probe the surroundings of the Mn2+. 31P modulation is more attractive since for 31P 
J=1/2 and  the ESEEM analysis is relatively simple. For "Al, where I=5/2 ,  the quadrupole 
interaction complicates the analysis considerably. T h e  31P modulation has however, the dis- 
advantage of being rather shallow. 

Figure 5 shows the threc-pulse ESEEM of as-synthesized MnAlPO-5, impregnated Mn-AlPO- 
5 and  exchanged Mn-SAPO-5 obtained a t  7-=0.26 ps, where the A1 niodiilation is suppressed 
and  the modulation depth rnaxi~nized. The  corresponding FT-ESREM spectra (magni- 
tude mode) show a single peak a t  the 31P Larmor frequency. The  modulation is very shallow 
and is similar in the first two samples. In Mn-SAPO-5 the modulation is even shallower. 

x 
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m .* 
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Un-NPO5 

Un-SAP05 

t 
0.0 1 .o 2,o 3.0 4.0 0 5 10 15 20 25 

Freq (MHz) 
0.0 

T ( w c )  

Figiire S: Three piilse RSEEM of MnAlPO-Fj(l), Mn-AlPO-S and M n S A P 0 5  along with the 
corresponding FT-ESEEM spectra (itiagnitude) recorded a t  Ho=3430 G, 7-=0.26 c is .  

This is expected since par t  of the P is replaced by Sit  so less 31P nuclei contribute to  the 
iiiodiilalinn. T h e  siiigle peak a t  the  Tlarmor frequency indicates that,  thc isotropic hyperfine 
constant is zero a n d  that  the Mn-"'P interaction is a weak dipolar interaction. The  similar- 
ity of the E P R  spectra a n d  of the modulation depth of Mn-AlPO-5 and MnAlPO-5 suggest 
that  the Mn2+ in MnAlPO-5 does not occupy framework sites. Jn  impregnated Mn-AlPO-5, 
the M I I - ~ ~ P  distance c a n ,  in principle, be close to tha t  of framework Mnai substi tuting Al, 
hi1 t consitlcririg tlir striiclurr of AlPO-5 thc inaxiinum niimber of "P riiiclci siirroiinding tlic 
Mn2+ a t  this clistancr is three.  In a framework site the is surrounded by four 31P niiclei 
a n d  a deeper modulation is expected. 

We calculated the expected modulation pattern from framework Mn2+substituting Al, taking 
into account a tetrahedral arrangement of 31P nuclei a t  a distance of 0.31 n m  (ref. 19) using 
the point dipole approximation. The  calculated ESEEM, multiplied by a. decaying expo- 
nent to  acount for relaxation, is shown in Fig. 6. The  experimental ESEEM is significantly 
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slia.llower than t,hr ca.lcula.ted trace indica,t,ing a. larger interaction distmice a.nd/or a. smaller 
number of intera.cting nuclei. T h e  experimental results a.gree bcttcr with the iriidtlle tra.ce 
in Fig. 6 which was obtained with 6 31P nuclei at a n  avera.ged dist,ance of 0.5 nm,  calcula.ted 
using the splierica.1 model approxiinakion (ref. 20). It should, however, be noted t,hat the 
ESEEM simula.tions were done under the msumption tha t  the Mnat can be treat,ed as a 
pseudo S=1/2 syst.ein and  tha t  the zero field splitting is siiiall enough such tha t  the 1 1 / 2 > ,  
1-1/2> s h t e  mixing is small a.nd does not affect the modulation. 

Additional evidence for bhe loca.tion of the Mn2+ in extra-framework sites in Mn AlPO-5 
was obtained from the EPR spectra of dehydrated samples. Reinoval of the water a.t room 
trempera.tiire in calcined Mn A.1PO-5 broadens the hyperfine lines. Further increases in the 
deliydra~tion tenipcril.t.urc ( to  400°C) causes consideralile lose of resolii tiou and A. na.rrowing 
of the whole specthn.1 envelope (ref. 21). These changes are attr ibuted t.o a.n increase in the 
spin exchange int,era.ct,ion due to a. decrease in the Mn2+-Mn2' distances. T h e  chamges are 
reversible a.nd exposure of the dehydrated sample to  water rrgenera.t,ed the origina.1 spectrum. 
This va.rin.t,ion. i i i  t,lie Mnai--Mn2+ distance a.s a. conseqiicncr of dehydration indica.t,es tha t  
il,t 1en.st pa,rt of t,hc Mil2.'. cations are not situated in the fra.inework w21ich a.grees with oiir 
previous observations. 

The  distribution of the  Mn"" species within the structure and its  dependence on the MJ~'.' 
content, was investmigated by the "2+1" echo sequence. This pulse sequence was specifically 
clrsigned to study t,he spa.tia1 distribution of pxamagnet ic  centers (ref. 10).  I t  is based on 
the a.na.lysis of t,he echo c1eca.y kinetics, which in this particular experiment is det,errnined ex- 
cliisively by the clipole dipole intera.ct,ion between the pa.ra.ma.gnetic centers. T h e  decay is a. 
conseqiien.ce of the so-called "inst,a.nt3aneous diffusion" Inechanisrn (ref. 22). This mecha.nism 
originates from elrct,ron spin flips indiiced by t h e  microwa.ve pulses became the dipolar field 
is "instantaneously" changed if spins are turned by the pulse. Therefore, the decay depends 
on both the dipo1a.r interaction a n d  on the probability of the spin flip. T h e  spin flip, in tu rn ,  
depends on the dura.tion a n d  amplitude of the pulses and  on the E P R  lineshape. 

0.0 I I 

T (;kc) 
0.0 1 .o 3 .'o 4.0 

Figure 6: Ca.lculatec1 three-pulse ESEEM for 
a model of Mna+ surrounded by a) four 31P 
nuclci in a tetrahedral arra.ngenient at a dis- 
tance of 0.31 nm, b) six 31P nuclei spherically 
distributed a.round the Mna+ at a dista.nce of 
0.5 nm. c) Experiniental ESEEM of as-syntli- 
esized MnAlPO-5(1) ( ~ ~ 0 . 2 6  p, Ho=3430 G). 
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Figure 7: The electron spin echo deca.ys of Mna+ 

(0) - MnAlPO-5(3); (*) - MnhlPO-5(4); 
(0) - MnAlPO-5(1); (t) - calcined MnAlPO-5(1); 
(0) - impregnated Mn-AlPO-5; 
( A )  - Mna+ in water/glycerol solution (10'' ~ r n - ~ ) .  
The value of <SC> in all cases is equal to N 

in the various AlPO-5 samples studied. 
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TABLE 3. The average concentrations of Mna+ and the concentration of randomly 
distributed spins as determined by the "2+1" ESE experiment 

Sample Avera.ge Mn2+ concentration Concentration of randomly 
distributed spins lo la ,  c ~ n - ~  lo", cm-3 

"MnAIPO-5( 1) 38.5 4b 
MnAlPO-5( 1) calc. 38.5 4 

a Mn A1 PO- 5( 4) 18.3 3 
"MnAlPO-5(3) 3.7 3 
Mn-AlPO-5 51.3 10 

concentration is a.pproxima.tely 20%. 
" as-synthesized sa.mples. bThe error in determining the randomly distributed spin 

In the case of randomly distributed paramagnetic centers the echo decay is given by (ref. 10): 

V ( t )  % -2kCt < SC > (1) 

C is the concentration of the paxamagnetic centers, k is a constant (for Mn2+, (S=5/2),  
k=2.77.10" cm3 s-') a,nd <SC> is a scaling factor related t o  the spin flip probability. <SC> 
can be calculated from the experimental conditions, na.mely the pulse amplitudes, durations 
a.nd 1inesha.pe of E P R  signa.1. Accordingly, once <SC> has been ca.lcula,ted, C can be deter- 
mined from the echo decay. 

As a control, we applied the "24-1" sequence t o  a series of Mnat in wa.ter/glycerol solutions. 
The  mea.surement,s were done at different values of <SC> a.nd the solutions' concentra.tions 
were determined using eq. (1). T h e  determined concentrations, in the range 3 10'8-10'0 
~ m - ~ ,  were all within 10% of the known concentrations (ref. 21). T h e  "2+1" echo decays of 
Mn' in  the different AlPO-S ma.terials studied are shown in Fig. 7 along with tha t  of a Mnat 
in  a. water/glycerol solution. From the slopes of these decays we calculated the amount  of 
randomly distributed Mn'+ species in the sample. The  concentrations measured as  compa.red 
to  those obtained by mea,ns of chemical analysis are listed in  Table 3. The values obtained 
from these two methods are comparable only for MnAlPO-5(3), which has the lowest Mnat 
content, namely 3 ~ 1 0 ' ~  ~ m - ~ .  As the  MnZt content increases the percenta.ge of the ra.ndomly 
distributed ions decreases. For example, in  MnAlPO-5(1) the echo decay correspond only to  
10% of the a,verage concentration. T h e  calcination is found not to a.lter the Mnat distribu- 
tioii wit,hin t,lie experimental error limits. Mn" in  the impregna.t.ed sa.inple shows a. higher 
degree of raiidoni distrihut,ion than  the as-synthesized MnAlPO-5 with about  the sa.me Mn2'. 
cont,ent,. 

These result,s lead to  the conclusion tha t  the distribution of Mn'+ ions in  as-synt.hesined 
MnAlPO-5 is inhomogeneous. Pa.rt of the Mn". cations are .randomly distributed whereas 
the rest forms enriched i s h d s  with a n  MnZt-Mn2$ separa.tion not 1a.rger than  1-1.5 nm. T h e  
latter does not cont,ribute to the ESE signal clue to  fast rehxat ion.  T h e  "2+1" ESE results are 
in  a.greement with the a.ssignment of most of the Mnat in  MnAlPO-5 t o  extra.framework sites. 

The  simi1a.r behavior of impregnated Mn-AlPO-5 and  calcined MnAlPO-5 along with the 
spatia.1 distribution results suggest tha t  most of the "enriched" Mn2+ islands a.re located on 
the external surface of the AlPO-5 microcrystals coordinated to  terminal oxygens and  to  "ex- 
ternal" ligands such as water or 011 groups. In this case dehydration causes dehydroxylation 
followed by some condensation of the Mnat species enha.ncing their spin excha.nge interaction. 
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